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MendePs law in violet hybrids,

—

Braixerd33 has given an interesting

account of the offspring of supposed violet hybrids which show that certain char-

acteristics behave according to Mendel's law. The characteristics observed

buff.

brown

lupposed

tula and F. papilionacea. With
supposed hybrids should be di-hybrids. The number of F^ offspring was only

twenty -one, but all four of the possible combinations were present and the larger

number showed the two dominant characteristics, purple capsules and brown seeds.

Several F3 families further demonstrated the MendeUan nature of these char-

acteristics. The writer points out that Mendelian beha\ior in the offspring of the

supposed hybrids demonstrates thei

w

Age of Hepaticae.— Campbell contends^* that both the He]
Muscl are old types, the perishabihty of their tissues and insuffi

accounting for the lack of known fossil remains. He finds in the wide
of certain genera of Marchantiales and Anacrog}'nae, and the cosmc

" many of their species, evidence of the relative antiq

G. H. Shull.

')

certainly

since these plants are not adapted to rapid distribution. In proof of the latter

he cites a few experiments, the character of the spores, and the fact that no Hepati-

cae have been found on Krakatau since the eruption, though Java with an abun-

dant^ hepatic flora is in sight. Analogy from pteridophyte and spermatophyte
distribution is adduced in support of this conception of the sicrnificance of bryo-

phyte distribution. The weakness of the case is ei

it is as good as any, if one must speculate.— C. R. B.

Klinostats.— Van Harre\i:ld finds3s by chronographic tests that the klino-

stats in use at present are all defective in that they do not secure uniform rotation,

especially when the axis of rotation is inclined or horizontal and the load is not

exactly centered. The modemmotor-driven forms are the least objectionable.

This mequality of pace leads to definite and unexpectedly large geotropic responses

and should therefore be elir""""*--^ -t^- > . .• ^.^^ . • i i---. /-«n.

structed an instrument upon
difficulties

..xuw.^v. mi uibLrumeni upon new principles. It is driven by a weight automau-
cally raised, and it is released under pendulum control by a rachet actuated by

an electromagnet. The intermittent shock of stopping is reduced by vanes and

a wheel train. Photographs and drawings are given and a full description is

promised when the instrument has been exhaustively tested.-C R. B.
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